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I). Intro: Assuming you have some basic knowledge of Engy, just skim the bold text.

Your Engineer.cfg file should look something like this if you want to focus on Engy. Look at mine on the last page:
echo ENGINEER CFG LOADED
bind "A" "rotatesentry180"
bind "B" "rotatesentry"
bind "C" "build 1"	    (Dispenser)
bind "D" "build 2"	    (SG)
bind "E" "build 4"	    (TeleEnter)
bind "F" "build 5"	    (TeleExit)
bind "G" "dismantle 1"   (Dispenser)         \ OR I like to combine the dismantle binds into one!
bind "H" "dismantle 2"   (SG)                / bind “J” “dismantle 2;dismantle 1;dismantle 4;dismantle 5”
bind "I" "dismantle 4"   (TeleEntry)	   /
bind "J" "dismantle 5"   (TeleExit)	  /
bind "K" "detdispenser"
bind "L" "detsentry"
bind "M" "detentryteleporter"
bind "N" "detexitteleporter"
bind “O” “slot1”                          The following binds are ones I wish I knew 3 years ago.
bind “P” “slot3”          Slots 1-9 are Weapon assignments and hud_fastswitch is off(0) by default.
hud_fastswitch "1"     
fov 90         	   A higher fov setting will give you fisheye, but I like default 90 for Engy.
			   and a lower fov gives you sniping ability which is nice for med class or something.

bind "F9" "say_team -ENGY=[%h, %a]=- Affirmative/ThankYou!/Understood!"    <-Communication Binds
bind "F12" "say_team -ENGY=[%h, %a]=- ENEMY in the FR!!!"

Recommended Scripts:
	BHOP SCRIPT for bunnyhopping. :)
	AUTOMATIC RELOAD SCRIPT works great for shotty.

Weapons:
	1) Railgun- Very rarely used practically. Good for spamming blind corners far away, and sniping SGs... or even snipers. If you fill 	your SG after an upgrade or build, you will only have 16 shells left for shotty... might need railgun. Just dont be mistaken for a 	spy. Also good for getting newbs off the grenade bags in pubs. Railgun will always hurt the same for each bullet. It hurts more than 	the SShotty after about 60 feet, whereas the SShotty hurts much more at point blank.
	2) SShotty- Weapon of Choice. Get an autoreload script for this weapon.
3) Wrench- Repairs SG completely with first hit and the next 2 hits stock. An SG at 1% health will steal 30-44 cells.
	Five hits stock a dispenser. The First 2 hits remove your Shotty ammo. (I recommend 1 hit instead of 2 typically)
	One hit on a friendly gives 50 armor points at the cost of 10 cells.
	Swing and you wont pickup bags on the floor.

Prioritys:
	#1 Your Flag
	#2 Your SG
	#3 Your Defense (Soldiers)
Let the Soldiers fight your battles for you (In other words, don’t EMP them.)

SG Facts:
1)-Lv1 SG has horrible tracking range and hit power. 
2)-Lv2 and Lv3 SG have the EXACT same RANGE. Lv2 SG tracks faster, but Lv3 has rockets and better armor. 
3)-All levels of SG rotate at the same rate (every 2 seconds or 30 RPMs)

Best SG Killers:                                              Popular Combos
-Lv1 SG can take 3 Shottys, Two Rockets,   One Grenade,      One EMP           Shotty Grenade Combo  
-Lv2 SG can take 4 Shottys, Two Rockets,   One-Two Grenades, One EMP           Shotty Grenade Combo
-Lv3 SG can take 4 Shottys, Three Rockets,  Two Grenades,     Two EMPs          Rocket Grenade Combo

-Lv1 SG = 50 shottyshells    ||    LLv2 SG = 95 shottyshells    ||    Lv3 SG = 119 shottyshells & 30 rockets
-Lv1 SG 1.6 BPS	         ||    Lv2 SG 7.9 BPS		 ||    Lv3 SG 8.5 BPS	(Estimated Rate of fire = Bullets per Second)

II).DetSentry
There are 2 reasons for using this bind and most people only know the bad one. 

-Destroying an SG while a Medic Circles works great but this should be a last resort.
If you are hoping to kill know this:
		Only Lv3 hurts a lot due to the 30 rockets inside.

-Destroying an SG right before it goess so it will not appear on the “casualty list”. I can’t stress this enough. Most engys think this wont work… I’ve played in every division out there and most offenses don’t have decent comms… Even if they see it go down, they wont report it half the time.

III).Dispenser:
DISPENSERS Have 3 Uses…
1)	Resupplies- this obvious use is overlooked. Used properly you can have Lv3 SGs within seconds. Getting supplies fast is sometimes tediously hard, but practice and it will serve you well.
a) example map: torch2 because everyone will eat your supplies

2)	Detonation- this separates the good Engys from the bad, so learn the best spots. Sometimes I’ll simply use a dispenser to knock Enemys into my gun path or lasers (like on Security_r).

-200 Cells inside your dispenser or 150 rockets will equal the maximum damage/ explosion force!!!     (cells stock faster: hint)
-Rockets DO NOT hurt more than Cells in a dispenser and visa versa.
-More than 200 cells or 150 rockets wont result in a larger explosion or damage.  
 
3) Obstacle - placing a dispenser directly on top of the flag will prove difficult to touch the flag. Also consider using yourself occasionally for body blocks. Dont Det an empty dispenser; the damage is insignificant and if its still standing later, you can stock it.
Example map: Basesr_2
If the flag starts to move down the ramp, put a dispenser in front of it. Build a Lv2 SG above the ramp for fastest tracking. Before rebuilding your SG on reset, build a dispenser in back. 

Dispenser, Whats Inside?
150 Health - This is your dispenser's health. A little more overall health than an engy I think.
400 Cells - Helps detonation and building: Read above under "Detonation"
500 Armor - This element stocks itself with time and gives armor. You CAN NOT stock it.
300 Rockets - Helps detonation and gives ammo to Soldiers/Demos/etc: Read above under "Detonation"
? - What about shotgun shells and nailgun bullets
		Answer: Cells convert to excess munitions and One Cell = One Bullet

IV).Teleporters:
		Entrys: No water building allowed. Cost to build is 125cells.
		Exits:   Cost to build is 125Cells.
	Note Worthy Facts About these new toys:
	1). Five seconds to build and once transported your glow will remain for Ten Seconds. Teleport a 2nd person in Ten Seconds.
	2). Best way to kill a Teleporter: 1 grenade or 3 point blank shottys
	3). Teles require 10sec to reset but only 5sec to rebuild. After sending someone through, det and rebuild to send the next person 		    quicker.
	4). To teleport with a flag you'll need to pickup the flag "half-phased". Toss the flag on your tele-entry and wait a few seconds.
	    Jump on the tele-entry and if timed right, you'll pickup the flag right as your in the middle of transfer.
	5). Teles wont transport you unless you stand still.

V).Dismantle Binds:

Metal Received for Dismantle:
Dispenser:      50 Metal (half as much to make another)
Lv1 Sentry:     65 Metal (half as much to make another)
Lv2 Sentry:    130 Metal (enough to rebuild an SG)
Lv3 Sentry:    195 Metal (almost full metal)
TeleEntry:      62 Metal (half as much to make another)
TeleExit:       62 Metal (half as much to make another)

WHY DISMANTLE?!...:
1). Medic is shooting your Lv3 SG from a distance and you’re out of metal after hitting it. Dismantle it fast to get your metal back and save yourself from the explosion.
2). Dispenser is out of metal and you need a Lv2 SG fast. Dismantle it for 50 metal which might be enough if you got 80 metal.
3). You’ve got some time to kill, and you want to surprise the enemy with a new SG spot. Dismantle your SG and build somewhere new.

VI).Suicides w/ the “kill” bind (though grenade is sometimes faster)
Example Map: Security_r after fixing the lasers. Suicide and you receive full grenades/health nearer the FR.

When to Suicide:
1)	You want a Lv3 SG fast but the closest supplies are a minute away.
·	Build your Lv1 SG and suicide (Engys Dead Body will have 70metal now)
·	Return with supplies and upgrade to Lv2
·	Grab your dead body supplies and upgrade to Lv3
2)	Dual Engies will need to Suicide even more often to help eachother out.
·	Your Engy friend just built an SG but you only have 70 metal cause you just built too.
·	Suicide near him and hopefully he’ll use your supplies to upgrade.
a)	side note: I often save my last grenade to kill myself and avoid the 5 second respawn penalty.
b)	Example map: Gleadhraich_r
  	Please excuse my spelling, and please note that a walk to the resupply takes 
	About 5 seconds if you’re building SGs in the FR… Suicide is Painless J

VII).HUD
Using your Heads Up Display to the fullest.
1)	Always keep an eye on your SG/Tele health and ammo (Lower left)                                                                                                     
2)	If the enemy touches your dispenser/tele a message appears, after disp-det check the casualty list (upper right) to see if you got a kill. Teles arent really worth detting but can be used as incoming indicators.
3)	When you pickup supplies and especially dead bodys, know what you’re getting (right side). If you just picked up 30 rockets off a dead soldier or 100 cells from a scout, donate that to your dispenser near by.

VIII).Odd and Random Techniques

1) Prime before building your SG!

2) EMP tossing with Bags
a) I only recommend doing this as Offensive ENGY. Used primarily on HWGuys and Lv3 SGs… prime an EMP and toss all 1-3 bags right before delivering the blow. 
			-sidenote: First 3 bags are as follows:
					30rockets+10cells // 10cells // 10cells
b) tossing bags in narrow doorways you plan to EMP later is also not a bad idea if you're bored
c) EMP jumping with bags? Only toss your 1st bag which will have your 30 rockets. Resupply and EMP jump with the bag on the 		floor. In theory you can toss 3 bags of 30 rockets (90 rockets total) and resupply yourself again for a huge jump.

3) Level 2 Sentrygun & your 1st bag tossed
	1). After tossing one bag you now have 120 metal and if you pickup that same bag you have 130.
		-Why do i mention this? 120 = good for repair & 130 = last chance to upgrade
-The first bag tossed contains 30 rockets, the most lethal for EMPs; And the most helpful to Demos out of ammo.

4) The Doughnut Position/Body Blocking
	Situation: Flag is against the wall and the map isn't too spammy.        
		-BLOCK THE FLAG IN by creating a triangle.           |-----------wall here-----------|
			Build at least a Lv2 SG rubbing the flag                     (FLAG)
			Position yourself between the SG and flag            (SG Here!)   (ENGY Here!)

5) Law of Least Rotation
	Best way to get your newly built gun aimed correctly is to already have it aimed correctly.
	Sometimes this is impossible if our guns hanging on a ledge. 
	Just remember to avoid the 180 bind on certain maps. Every second counts and every bullet in that Lv1 counts
		Example map: Openfire catwalks. Put your back to the spawndoors in the FR and build on the edge so you're facing the flag. 							   A quick 45 degree turn and your SG will aim at the water. Know whichway your SG turns!

6) Bag toss for Lv3:
	Build your Lv1 and if your friendlys toss you 1 bag do this...
	Toss 1or2 of your bags onto their bag.
	Resupply 200 cells, upgrade to a Lv2. Pickup your bags and the friendly bag.
	Upgrade to a Lv3.
	You wont have any cells left and tossed bags stay for 30sec (maybe)
	This trick works best on maps like WELL frontdoor.

7) SG repair/Shotty combo
	Hit your SG once for a repair, immediately switch to shotty, fire at the enemy, switch back to wrench after 1 shot.
		-if you take 2 shots, the SG will die
		-this is only really for use against nailguns at a distance
		-I only recommend it when alone as a ditch effort

IX). Grenade Jumping in practical use
Linkie: http://www.rogue-hq.com/rogue/maps/files/DoughsEngyJump.zip

EMP Jumping
How to do it well:
Jump out of the center of the blast carrying full supplies with full health. If you are off center or early, you won’t get far. HandHelds work fine for straight height but are harder to time and to acquire distance. (EMP Jump Fuel = Shotty Shells, Rockets, & Shit on the ground)
Practical example map: Openfire
1)	Everyone knows the SG spot on Openfire by the respawn on the Flagroom side. Unfortunately sometimes you have a long walk from the opposite side. When you’re running across the SniperDeck prime an EMP, then jump across the Flagroom pit/gap so you can start rebuilding or repairing ASAP.

Grenade Jumping
Far less practiced because of the dangers, when perfected this elite skill may serve you well. 

To perform grenade jumps, I have created a science: Crouch tossing an unprimed grenade directly in front of you and run at it. Stand over it and look straight down. If the grenade is centered, you will die. Walk forward until the grenade is either at the top or bottom of the screen when looking straight down. Now jump crouch your way to the top and judge how successful you hit it by how much life you have.
       
Perfect example map: Well
Using a grenade to jump into the attic immediately after spawn will result in an instant SG.
    			 *Side note- You can EMP jump from the ramp but it is very difficult. 
 			  Alternative map: Mortality_l (spawn low, build high)

X).Grenade Killing Choice: EMPs will vary a little depending on:
1)	If the class picked up and did not drop supplies
2)	If the class picked up and did drop supplies
3)	If the class did not touch any supplies

Class    Grenades Choice Typically  	 Metal in tossed bag    	Metal in dead bodies     	      Default Weapon
           Used to Kill Enemy										(aka spy disguise weapon)
                                          		 				
SCOUTS:   GRENADE or EMP  	Scout can toss:   100 cells			Scout gives 0-100  (+50) cells	Nailgun
SNIPERS:  GRENADE        	Sniper can toss:  50 cells			Snipe gives 0-50   (+50) cells 	Rifle
SOLDIERS: EMPs          	Soldier can toss: 50 cells			Soly  gives 0-50  (+200) cells	RPG
DEMOS:    EMPs           	Demo can toss:    50 cells			Demo  gives 0-50  (+120) cells	Pipe Launcher
MEDICS:   GRENADES!!!!!  	Medic can toss:   50 cells			Medic gives 0-50  (+100) cells	SuperN.gun
HWS:      EMPs          	HWs can toss:	    50 cells			HW    gives 0-50  (+300) cells	AC
PYROS:    EMPs           	Pyros can toss:    0 cells			Pyro  gives 0-200 (+150) cells	Flamethrower
SPYS:     GRENADES       	Spys can toss:    30 cells			Spy   gives 0-30  (+100) cells	Traq
ENGINEERS:GRENADES    	Engy can toss:    30 cells (bags1,2,&3)  Engy  gives 0-200  (+50) cells	Railgun

What does the "+ Sign" mean? Do they give more?
Yes, friendlys will give you a bonus. Their armor, when they die converts to cells, but only friendlys do this for you.
Example, a friendly Demo who dies with full armor will convert the armor to 120cells for any friendly Engy.
And lastly EMPs will diminish the cells on anyone you're trying to kill with the exception of Engys.

Why do I list Metal found in tossed bags? Simple answer, teamwork.
You know epicenter, security_r and mulch_trench (to name a few maps) how the resupply bags give you 50cells? 
Soldiers and Demos can give you Lv2 SGs in no time if you instruct them properly.

Helpful Tip: Typically in matches you’ll be defending against light classes with Soldiers on your defense. Use GRENADES, EMPS will teamkill the Soldiers and leave the medics. We learn bad habits from Pubs.

XI).Conclusion: If you have any questions or comments, I teach Engineers and welcome new ways of thinking. You can find me in most of the Engineer IRC Chatrooms or use my AIM name (up top). I have studied Engy for over 4 years and I am always learning something new; it takes devotion and time to utilize all of the Engineer’s abilities. Good Luck

My Engineer.cfg
echo ENGINEER CFG LOADED
r_drawviewmodel 1
"say_team I Am Now Owning As A: ==ENGY=="

/switch from shotty to spanner and back
alias cgun cgun1 
alias cgun1 "use tf_weapon_supershotgun;alias cgun cgun2" 
alias cgun2 "use tf_weapon_spanner;alias cgun cgun1" 

bind "BACKSPACE" "say_team [%h %a] engy: NADE DROPPED! Take Cover!"
bind "SPACE" "say_team [%h %a] engy: FLAGS GONE! RESET DEFENSE!"
bind "*" "build 1"
bind "," "say_team [%h %a] engy: I got the Flag!"
bind "." "say_team [%h %a] engy: Capping the Flag!"
bind "[" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Offensive-TELE Active!"
bind "]" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Defensive-TELE Active!"

bind "1" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as Scout!!!;wait;wait;slot1"
bind "2" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as Sniper!!!;wait;wait;slot2"
bind "3" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as SOLDIER!!!;wait;wait;slot3"
bind "4" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as DEMO!!!;wait;wait;slot4"
bind "5" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as Medic!!!;wait;wait;slot5"
bind "6" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as HWGuy!!!;wait;wait;slot6"
bind "7" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as Pyro!!!;wait;wait;slot7"
bind "8" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as SPY!!!;wait;wait;slot8"
bind "9" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as ENGY!!!;wait;wait;slot9"
bind "0" "say_team [%h %a] engy: SPY SPOTTED as ENGY!!!;wait;wait;slot0"

bind "a" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Area Secure, Enemys Dead!"
bind "b" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Building SG!!!"
bind "d" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Demo Dead!"
bind "e" "say_team [%h %a] engy: DISPENSER Hurt, Need REPAIRS!!!"
bind "f" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Demo Spotted, Use Caution!"
bind "g" "say_team GRENADES are back in the RESUPPLY boys!"
bind "i" "say_team [%h %a] engy: IN POSITION!"
bind "h" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Incoming HeavyClass."
bind "j" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Incoming LightClass."
bind "k" "say_team [%h %a] engy: KILL ME PLZ!"
bind "l" "say lol"
bind "m" "saveme; wait; wait; wait; say_team [%h %a] engy: INFECTED/WrenchME!"
bind "o" "say_team [%h %a] engy: DEAD/COVER MY POSITION!"
bind "p" "%p, i got your back."
bind "r" "say_team  [%h %a] engy: SG Hurt, Need REPAIRS!!!"
bind "s" "say_team [%h %a] engy: MY SGs DOWN!"
bind "t" "say Thx"
bind "u" ""
bind "y" "say_team Yummy Backpacks, Gimmie MORE! :D"
bind "z" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Flag thrown successfully!"

bind "F4" "+flaginfo"
bind "F5" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Affirmative/Understood/ThankYou!"
bind "F6" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Go GO Gadget SentryGun!"
bind "F7" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Upgrading Lv2!!"
bind "F8" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Upgrading Lv3!!!"
bind "F9" "say_team [%h %a] engy: Negative/Not Happening/My Bad/Sorry!"
bind "F10" "say_team [%h %a] engy: ENEMY coming MAIN!"
bind "F11" "say_team [%h %a] engy: ENEMY coming SECONDARY!"
bind "F12" "say_team [%h %a] engy: ENEMY in the FR!!!"

bind "PGUP" "build 4"
bind "PGDN" "build 5"
bind "HOME" "detentryteleporter"
bind "END" "detexitteleporter"
bind "KP_HOME" "slot3;fov 90"
bind "KP_PGUP" "slot1;fov 90"
bind "KP_END" "slot2;fov 90"
bind "KP_PGDN" "slot2;fov 120"
bind "kp_slash" "build 2"
bind "kp_5" "detdispenser;say_team [%h %a] engy: MY DISPENSERS BLOWN!"
bind "kp_minus" "detsentry;say_team [%h %a] engy: MY SENTRYGUNS DESTROYED!"
bind "kp_plus" "+use"
bind "del" "rotatesentry180"
bind "ins" "rotatesentry"

bind "MOUSE1" "+attkload"
bind "MOUSE2" "dismantle 2;dismantle 1;dismantle 4;dismantle 5;say_team [%h %a] engy: Dismantling"
bind "MOUSE3" "saveme; wait; wait; wait; say_team [%h %a] engy: INFECTED/WrenchME!"
bind "MOUSE4" "+gren1"
bind "MOUSE5" "+gren2"

hud_fastswitch "1"

